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Wo/fgang Spohn

APRIORI REASONS: TWO DIFFICULT
NOTIONS AND AN EVEN MORE
DIFFICULT CONNECTION
1. DrscoNTENT
I am not very satisfied by the familiar accounts of our two key notions and their
relation. There is no point here in extensive critical discussions. Let us look just at
two prominent examples.
When one wants to know what knowledge is, one needs to know what true
justified belief is. Part of the issue thus is when to call a belief justified. TIns is
hotly debated, producing more smoke than fire. However, all parties roughly
agree on the following pneumatic or rather hydrodynamic picture of justification:
There are all the propositions, possible objects of belief, each being represented
by a kind of bulb. The propositions entertain justificatory relations, represented
by channels or pipes between the bulbs, the width of the pipes corresponding to
the strength of the justificatory relations. So far, we have an empty justificatory
network. Now, however, we POUf some viscous fluid into the network, called
warrant, which diffuses through the pipes. Most of the bulbs remain empty, i. e.,
unbelieved, but many bulbs get filled by warrant, i. e. believed, and the amount of
fluid they contain corresponds to their degree of justification.
Ibis is a very intuitive pi<.-1:ure and thus widely shared. 1 Disagreement emerges
about the issue where that fluid comes from. Foundationalists say that it is produced in special basic bulbs, be they apriori propositions, sense-data, or whatever.
Coherentists say that it is produced by the network itself, in the pipes or by a speClal kind of clustering. Extemalists say that it is not produced in the belief network
at all, but by facts extraneous to the network. Contextualists say that, wherever
warrant is produced, how much of it diffuses through the network depends on
the Context in which the network is situated. And so on.
These are important divergences. What irritates me more, though, is the appareut uncritical acceptance of the hydrodynamic pieture of justification. It is just a
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pieture, desperately in need, but totally void of theoretical explications. Those
using it apparently do not see the need, and those potentially having the theoretical means apparently have no hope. How precisely are we to und erstand the
justificatory relations between propositions or beliefs? And how precisely does a
single belief acquire a degree of justifiedness through these relations? We s~ould
not continue on the above divergences without good answers to such questlons.
Or look at the following attempts at apriority: Jf knowledge is justified true
belief then apriori knowledge is true belief justified in an apriori manner. This
sounds plausible, and it may indeed be a promising theoretical m~ve~.to ~onsider
justification as the basic bearer of apriority. However, what are a pnon Justificatory
relations? If the only well-elaborated example is given by deductive relations, the
move loses much of its charm. And presumably those apriori justificatory relations
must take their start at some apriori beliefs? Thus, we sink into the obscurities of
the hydrodynamic picture, if not in vicious circles. Again, the hope for theoretical
progress seems thwarted.
If we are to make progress here, we need a theoretical perspective, I believe,
that provides clear access to each of the two notions, and indeed to both at once,
if we are to gain insight into their relations. In this paper I want. to propose such .a
perspective and to explain the access it provides. The perspectlve IS familiar; It 15
the dynamical perspective of the theory of rational belief change. The details will
be explained in the next two sections on reasons and on apriority, the substan~e
of this paper. However, one point is clear from the outset, namely that this
dynamical perspective is a theoretically powerful one, since there are weil founded,
thoroughly elaborated theories of rational belief change in the consequence~ of
which we can trust. That is to say, whenever we reach results that may be pnma
facie dubious, the weight of intuitions stands against the weight of theory; bu~ if ..
the theory is powerful and intuitively weil founded in turn, it tenels to ovemde
intuition. The theories of rational belief change are such theories, and therefore
we are weil advised to listen to their explicatory power.
Before moving to the main sections, I have to make a terminologicalpoint: Ir is
a rich and amusing topic how philosophy is influenced by the language m which It
is expressed. Concerning the issues at hand, I feel English is less weil pr~ared than
German. So far, I have used the terms »justification« and »warrant«, m Gennan
»Rechtfertigung« and »Gewähr«. However, I do not like the moral underton~s
of >,justification«; in epistemological matters rendering account towards others IS
important, but secondary. And I do not like the legal undertones of .»warrant«;
in empirical matters there are no guarantees, an~ nature does wh~t It does and
is not liable to recourse. \Vhat is really at issue IS the German tnad »Grund«,
»begründen«, and » Begründung«. The first is weil translated by »reason« in the
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sense of »being a reason for«; so, there is at least one translational bridge. The
second, however, is badly translated by »to reason«; it rather means »to give
reasons for«. Likewise, the third is badly translated by »reasoning«. Thus, I am
in a terminological predicament. Either, I have to use clumsy English by talking
of »the reason relation« and suchlike, or I have to use terms that are slightly
incorrect in my view. I shall do both - and emphasize at the outset that I shall be
tallcing only about the German triad and nothing else. »Apriority« by contrast, is
a philosophical term of art in English as in German and thus precarious as such,
but to the same degree in both languages.

2.

REASONS

Thave announced to consider our key notions within the perspective of rational
belief change. How do reasons relate to this perspective? The relation is perfecdy
straightforward. Rationally - and in philosophical epistemology we only consider
what is rational -, reasons and nothing else drive belief change or the doxastic
dynamics; any doxastic change has to have a reason or is not rational. The present
doxastic state is formed by the reasons already received; and it is changed only by
receiving new reasons. Everybody subscribes to this.
The interesting point is the direction of these assertions. The dominant picture,
I think, is that we therefore need a good account of what reasons are in order
to derive a theory of rational belief change. However, the long history of inductive skepticism, most promirlently pushed by Hume, teaches us that this means
overburdening the notion of a reason. There is no, as it were, objective notion
of a reason guiding rational belief change. There is the saying: the one's modus
ponens is the other's modus tollens. And sirnilarly: the one's reason is the other's
Counter-reason - see Goodman's (1955) new riddle of induction.
Hence - this is a profound point that can be only insufficiently argued in such
a short paper - the direction should be reversed: We have no independent notion
of a reason; rather, reasons are whatever drives rational belief change. 3 Given the
weil elaborated theories of doxastic change, which notion of a reason is thereby
entailed ?
All these theories - there are in fact only two main candidates: Bayesianism
Or probability theory and ranking theory (cf. Spohn 1983, sect. 5.3, and 1988) or
eqUlvaJent theories such as possibility theory (cf. Dubois, Prade 1988) - urilize
the notion of conditionalization: Each doxastic state assigns degrees of belicf to
J
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all propositions under consideration; this entails conditional degrees of belief for
each proposition and each condition; and then the posterior degree of belief of a
proposition is its prior degree given the condition that is received as evidence. This
is the simplest model (and we do not have to look at more sophisticated models
like generalized conditionalization as invented by Jeffrey 1965, eh. 11).
Hence, being a reason simply consists in relevance, or rather in positive relevance: A is a reason tor B if and only if B is more strongly believed given A
than without A. Correspondingly, A is a reason against B if and only if the degree
of belief in B is lowered by A. Thus, learning A changes the (degree of) belief
in precisely those propositions for or against which A is a reason. This is not
only the theoretically required, but also an intuitively most plausible explication. 4 At the same time it makes clear that only theories providing a notion of
conditional degrees of belief are able to implement this explication; this is why
probability and ranking theory are the main candidates for adequately capturing
reasons. 5
Clearly, this explication is relative to a given doxastic state; relative to another
doxastic state, the extension of the reason relation may be quite different. This is
the price to be paid for inductive skepticism; the fight for constraining relativity
and establishing more objectivity cannot start by presupposing a more objective
notion of good reasons. Also, this relativity does not make this fight a fodom
case, just as it does not render entirely empty the assertion that reasons drive belief
change. We are talking never about factual dynamies, but always ab out rational
doxastic change. What »rational« is to mean here is not fixed in advance, but always
open to discussion. The crucial and exciting point is how far this discussion carries
uso Of course, not very far in this paper. Let me just point out a number of simple
consequences of our dynamic explication of reasons.
One consequence is that the reason relation may behave in an unexpected way.
For instance, two reasons may conjoin to form a counter-reason. Or there is the
foundationalist conception that justification stepwise extends from a somehow
unproblematic base; this presupposes, however, that justification is transitive, a
presupposition that is not met by our explication. 6lnstead, the reason relation is
symmetrie; whenever Ais a reason for B, Bis a reason for A; support is always
mutual. Such unexpected behavior does not point to inadequacies in our modeling
of the reason relation. On the contrary, one must closely study these models in
order to learn about the complexities of that relation.

Ir rather points to the fact that our intuitions are shaped by an insufficient
model, namely the model of deductive reasons. One may say that A is a deductive
reason tor B just in case A logically entails B. Deductive reasons do not show the
behavior exemplified above; theyare, e. g., transitive and not symmetrie. However,
it is important to realize that our intuitive notion of a reason is much wider and
that it must not be thought of in analogy to the deductive model. This point is
weil captured by the above explication which essentially embraces the deductive
notion. To be precise: if A is a deductive reason for B, then A is a reason for B
(in the sense of positive relevance), provided neither A nor B is 10gical1y true or
logically false.
The definition of deductive reasons did not mention any relativity to doxastic
states; it has none. This is their great advantage; deductive reasons are so across
al1 doxastic states. This observation will become important in the next section. 7
However, this objectivity is deceptive; it does not earry over to the more general
notion of positive relevance.
The relation just noted between deductive reasons and reasons in general
shows another consequence, namely that logical truths and logical falsities have
no reasons and are no reasons (and we shall see in the next section that we may
here replace »logical« by »a priori«). This is not surprising from our dynarnical
perspective. Logical truths and falsehoods are not subject to any doxastic dynarnics
and can hence not enter into reason relations. I admit that tbis consequence is also
due to the fact that the dynarnical models I am referring to, probability and
ranking theory, only deal with the dynamics of empirical belief and are silent on
the formation of logical and mathematical belief. This, however, is not their special
failure; there simply are no good theories treating these kinds of belief. All this
indicates how precarious an idea it is to base the notion of apriori beliefs on that
of apriori justification.
Is there a way to save the hydrodynamic pieture of justification within the
precise models of rational belief change? Yes, perhaps. Reasons can be stronger or
wea~er; this corresponds to the width of the pipes, the strength of the justificatory
relatlons. The problem is to get from the binary justificatory relations to the
unary degrees of justifiedness. I do not know of any serious account of this step.
~erhaps, though, ranking theory is suited for modeling it. Usually, ranking theory
15 explained in terms of negative ranks, i. e., degrees of disbelief. Of course, it
can be equally weil stated in terms of positive ranks, i. e., degrees of belief. These
degr~es of belief can as weil be understood as degrees of justifiedness. In partieular,
pos:~ve rank 0 expresses rational non -belief, and this precisely corresponds to nonJustiliedness, i. e., to an empty bulb. Thus, the rules of distributing positive ranks
could mirror the hydrodynamies of that fluid I called warrant, and we could then
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confirm that this fluid more easily flows through the thicker pipes. (Subjective
probabilities seem less suited for explicating the hydrodynamic pi<-1:ure, because
there is no detetminate probability that could be said to represent a bulb being
empty).
Still, there remains the issue where the warrant fluid comes from. I mentioned
that this is a point of wide disagreement. As often, the dis agreement is so persistent, I think, because each side is partially correct. In fact, I believe that quite a
traditional picture applies which is easily misrepresemed, though, and thus seems
objectionable:
According to this tradition al picture warrant is generated by perceptions or
impressions or, philosophically togged up, by phenomenally conscious states
of mind; insofar, foundationalists are right. This is so because such states of
consciousness are peculiar hybrids, as I have more extensively argued in Spohn
(2005); they are beliefs and non-beliefs at the same time! 'lake an example: I sit
at my desk and have a visual impression; it looks thus to me. Although I can
describe a lot of details of my impression - whether or not they are veridical-, it
is important that the »thus« cannot be substituted by any description; in a certain
harmless sense my impression is ineffable. There is a bit of truth in Russell's
doctrine of logically proper names. Now, this impression is conscious to me, and
if I am right in my (2005), this means that I ipso facto believe that it looks thus to
me. (As soon as you replace »thus« by, say, »as if p«, »p« being some linguistic
description, look and belief may fall apart.) In this special case and only in this
special case the belief state and its object, the non-doxastic sensory state, are one
and the same. Hence, there is a truth guarantee of the strongest kind for this belief,
namely identity instead of correspondence; that is the source of warrant. For the
same reason this belief is maximally certain.
So, foundationalists are right again; there are even basic beliefs. However,
extemalists are also right; warrant originates from facts outside the doxastic circle,
though not far outside. The strange identity of conscious states compels us to
speak so paradoxically.
However, foundationalists are also wrong about the justificatory role of those
basic perceptual beliefs. First of all, they are momentary; after a while I only believe
that it looked thus to me, and thus the basic belief has turned into a more or less
uncertain recollection. Thus, with their ineffability and their transitoriness these
basic beliefs are much like the »Konstatierungen« described by Schlick (1934).
Moreover, these basic beliefs do not enter the cirde of reasons because of their
maximal certainty, as do beliefs in logical truths. Rather, they generate less than
maximally certain beliefs with the slighcly different content that it looks to me
as if p. Only the latter belong to the playground of reasons. as descr~bed above.
They can be confirmed or even turn out false; they defeaslbly email that p; or
I may believe for other reasons that non-p, although it looks as if p; ete. As I
have more earefully argued in Spohn (1997/98), a eoherentist picture then is mueh

more adequate than a foundationalist one. Thus runs my proposal to take a bit of
truth from every side and to thereby form an almost traditional picture avoiding
traditional problems.
I could not do better than speaking figuratively in the preceding paragraphs.
One must never forget, though, that all this finds a precise ranking theoretic
explication. It is, in particular, the theory of Bayesian nets transferred to ranking
theory that allows for such a formal representation. 8
All this should have given a good impression of how reasons (or justifications) may be aecounted for within the dynamic perspective of belief change. In
particular, it should have become dear how strong the guidance offered by this
perspeetive iso This guidance will continue when we now apply this perspective
to tbe notion of apriority.
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The dynamic perspective seems indeed ideally suited for explicating apriority.
In particular, it brings an important ambiguity of the notion of apriority to the
fore, which seems to be neglected under the influence of Kant and only recently
observed. The traditional notion is that those propositions are believed (or known)
apriori that are believed independently of any experience. This may, however, be
understood in two ways. Ir may mean that apriori beliefs are held whatever the
experience, or it may mean that apriori beliefs are held without any experience.
This is a dramatic difference.
'lhe dynamic perspective well explains the difference. The first sense is characterized by invariance under all possible sequences of experience, i.e., under
all possible doxastic dynamies; and the second sense is characterized by what is
initially believed, i. e., believed at the beginning of the experiential evolution of
beliefs. Moreover, this difference obviously applies not only to what is believed
~ priori, but in fact to any feature of a doxastic state. Believing a certain proposition
IS one possible feature of a doxastic state. Yet there are many others. In particular
we have seen that certain reason relations may be such features obtaining in some
doxastic states, but not necessarily in others; this will open a quite different perspe~tive on the topic of apriori justification. We thus arrive at the following two
notions of apriority:
.A feature of a doxastic state is unrevisably a primi if and only if each possible
ratIOnal doxastic state has it. This entaiL~ that such a feature is preserved throughout
all possible evolutions of rational doxastic states; this is why I call it unrevisable
8
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apriority. A feature of a doxastic state is defeasihly apriori if and only if each initial
uoxastic state has it, i. e., each doxastic state prior to the influence of experience.
Such features are called defeasibly apriori because they may be lost under the
influence of experience; I shall mention examples how this may happen. What
»initial« here precisely means is apparently not very dear; we shall address this
issue below.
Restricted to propositions believed, unrevisable apriority is just the traditional
notion of apriority so central in particular to Kantian philosophy. It is also the
notion attacked by Quine (1951) in bis second criticism of what he there calls
analyticity, and it is Kripke's (1972) notion of apriority in his fundamental reform
of metaphysical and epistemological modalities. Defeasible apriority is, as far as I
know, a more recent discovery. For instance, it is implicit, yet important in Pollock's
account of defeasible reasoning (cf., e.g., Pollock 1995); and it is roughly Field's
(1996) notion of weak apriority. My impression is that it is still not generally
well acknowledged anu accepted. In any case, we must note that the dynamic
perspective provides a double extension of the topic: not only a distinction of
two senses of apriority, but also an extension of the objects of apriority beyond
propositions (ar judgments). Let me address the two kinds of apriority in a bit
more detail.
Unrevisable apriority applied to propositions is a well-treated topic that is, as
far as I can see, not enriched by our dynamic perspective. There are all the weIl
known examples: logical truths, analytic truths, mathematical truths, Cartesian
truths, as one might call them, such as »I exist now«, which actually form quite .
a big dass (there is not only Descartes' cogito), color exdusion sentences, and .,
not much more. In all these examples the source of apriority seems to lie in the ;:
concepts used; the apriori truths seem to be conceptual truths. This is not to say, ,
however, that they are analytic truths. I adhere to Kripke's (1972) explication that .'
analytic truths are apriori metaphysically necessary and not only apriori true, a ... '
distinction weil accounted for in two-dimensional sernantics.
However, when we widen our scope and consider other doxastic features
than the belief in propositions, we see tbat there is at least one other source of
unrevisable apriority, namely the structure of reasons. For, let us ask: Are there
unrevisably apriori reason relations? Of course, there are. I had already mentioned '.'
the main example, deductive reasons or logical entailment. These reasons hold
across all rational doxastic states. We can even slightly generalize the example to .
apriori entailment. Yet, the example is not so exciting. Logical truth and logical
entailrnent and likewise apriori truth and apriori entailrnent are interdefinable;
so, these apriori reason relations do not really carry us beyond propositional
. ,
apnonty.
.
..
There are, however, more unrevisable apriori reason relations, or ratl1er: It IS
unrevisably apriori that there are more reason relations. This emerges from our
dynarnic perspective. Rational doxastic states must be capable of change, of learn-
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ing, and this means that they must contain non-deductive reason relations. (This
is not yet to postulate specific non-deductive reason relations.) For instance, in his
first big attempt at inductive logic Carnap (1950) discussed the so-called Wittgenstein function as a measure of confinnation. However, he could easily show that
the Wittgenstein function is totally incapable of leaming. 'Ibis immediately disquali1ied it as an inductive method. Such apriori learnability principles about ilie
reason structure of our doxastic states are a fruitful research area. I believe that
quite powerful principles can thus be established as unrevisably apriori, strong
coherence principles and even versions of the principle of causality. This is not the
place to elaborate ilie point; in Spohn (2000) I have given abrief overview of the
results I had obtained so far,
Defeasible apriority, being attended to only recently, is much less studied,
although I think it is eq ually rich a topic. There are not so many historie precursors.
One example is the old discussion about prior probabilities and the principles they
should obey, for instance certain symmetry assumptions Of the so-called principle
of insufficient reason demanding an equal prior distribution. Such a distribution
would be defeasibly apriori in our sense. It is prior to any experience with the
subject matter at hand, say, a certain die; and it is defeasible since evidence may
turn it unequal; the die may turn out to be unfair. Quite a different example
would be what Scholz (1999) calls rules of presumption, which play an important
role in henneneutics, the context he focuses on, and which are discussed, in
:arious disguises, since the 18th century.9 Such prima facie rules may be found
m ,many oth:r areas as weH, e. g. in the topic of testimony and its possibly special
epIstemologlcal role (cf. Coady 1992). Still, all this does not add up to what
deserves to be called systematic research. The field is still in a tentative stare.
My Own two prime examples of the defeasible apriori are quire different.
Th~ one IS about ostensive definitions and the so-called paradigm case argument,
which wa~ hotly debated in the ftfties (cf. Watkins 1957/58 and the other papers
collected m iliat Analysis volume). A term or a concept is ostensively defined
~ an,d that means: not defined at all by all standards of the theory of definitions _
if It IS learned by (pointing to) paradigms. And the paradigm case argument then
claIm
d
h
"
I
'
th
h
'
. etat lt IS ana ytlc at t e paradigms fall under the ostensively defined
conCept. It is quite obvious how problematic this claim iso For instance for all of
us (cenain pans of) the surface of the earth served as a paradigm of fla~ess; but
lt IS s~ply false, and a fortiori not analytic, that the surface of the earth is flat.
I think that analyticity, which somehow was the only category in the foeus of
that t~e, was the wrong category; defeasible apriority would have been the right
?ne. Ir IS defeasibly apriori iliat the paradigms fall under the concept ostensively
o
ll1tr duced; they belong to the origin of tl1e concept. Still, it may turn out later on
9
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that some of the paradigms were bad ones - or even all: "Wttch« was certainly
at first ostensively learned in the Middle Ages; certain red-haired women were
witch paradigms. Then, however, it was leamed that it is essential for witches to
be possessed by the devil. Much later, people became convinced that there is no
devil and hence conduded that there can be no witches. Thus, »there are witches«
is defeasibly apriori, no more and no less.
This is in fact an ironic commentary on Quine (1969, p. 86), who rhetorically
asked how to distinguish analycic truths from other concomitant, but dearly
synthetic information like »there are black dogs«, thus concluding that analyticity
is a hopeless notion. Again, analyticity is the wrong category. I am not sure about
black dogs, but })there are dogs« is indeed not analytic, though apriori, viz.
defeasibly apriori.
My other prime example is much more irnportant, being an instance of a
defeasibly apriori reason relation. It is about dispositions. These have always
been a problem in philosophy. Locke felt that secondary and tertiary qualities,
as he called them, are special. The logical positivists despaired of defining them
and concluded that they are only partially characterizable by so-called reduction
sentences that are analytically true. However, Carnap (1956) observed that these
reduction sentences need to be further qualified by a ceteris paribus dause, and
since then the case was considered hopeless (unless one draws upon counterfactual
conditionals that are in 00 way clearer).
There is 00 place here for the fuUer stOry (told in Spohn 1997). However,
even without much argument it is immediately plausible that the allegedly analycic
reduction sentences should be replaced by the following assertion: Given the
relevant test situation, the presence of the disposition is a reason (in our sense) for
expecting the characteristic manifestation, and vice versa. And, this is crucial, tbis
assertion is defeasibly apriori!
Therein hide two points. First, the assertion need not always be true. Sometimes, the disposition does not manifest itself in the relevant test situation, and
sometimes an object shows the characteristic behavior without having the disposition; this is why Camap introduced the ceteris paribus clause. This may even be .
known to us; and this is why the asserted reason relation is defeasible. Still, that
reason relation is apriori. It belongs to the disposition al concept, and one acquires
it sirnply by acquiring the concept; no further evidence is needed for establishing
the connection (as it is, e.g., for leaming that smoke is a reason for assuming fire
and vice versa). So, again, the source of apriority is conceptual in this case; the
noteworthy fact, though, is that this time it is a defeasible apriority of a reason
relation. If this is correct, it is no wonder that all earlier accounts of dispositions
•
were near Illlsses.
Such examples certainly help understanding the notion of defeasible apriority.
Still, I have to admit that the dynamic conception of defeasible apriority is less dear
than that of unrevisable apriority. The reference to all rational doxastic states is not
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so prohlematic. But what are initial rational doxastic states? At which point does
a doxastic evolution start? One tends to genetic answers, but they are hopeless.
Does it start when one learns language? But this is an unending process. Does it
start at birth? But now we are ted astray, just as the concept of innate ideas was
misle-ading. Moreover, from where do rational doxastic states evolve? This does
not seem to be a process in real time, since rational doxastic states usually are not
actual. We have to get initiality Out of its obscurity.
I have a tentative proposal: First it is dear that each doxastic state operates on
a field or algebra of propositions that is a small subset of all propositions; all the
other propositioos are not in the grasp of the doxastic state. Now each proposition
is composed of, or generated by, concepts, in analogy to how sentences are
composed of subsentential expressions. Hence, for each doxastic state there is a
set of concepts within its grasp, out of which the set of propositions within its
grasp is formed. 10
This consideration is relevant even for unrevisable apriority. I said, for instance,
that a proposition is unrevisably apriori if it is believed in all possible rational
doxastic states. TIus cannot be literally true. How can one rationally believe, say,
that all bachelors are unmarried, if one has not acquired the concepts of a bachelor
and a rnarriage? So, even here we must more cautiously say that a proposition
is unrevisably apriori if aod only if it is believed in all possible rational doxastic
•
•
states graspmg It.
Sirnilarly for defeasible apriority. Whichever attitude to certain propositions
is defeasibly apriori, this apriority can hold only for initial doxastic states that
have the concepts entering into these propositions. Hence, we might say that a
doxastic state is initial with respect to a given concept if and only if it contains
?'llY those attitudes to propositions formed with tlus concept that it must contain
m order to be said to have acquired this concept. And we might continue to say
that a doxastic state is initial simpliciter if and only if it is initial with respect to all
concepts it has acquired.
, Thereby, I have obviously deferred the issue of initiality to the question which
attltudes are (unrevisably or defeasibly) apriori connected with concepts. My
proposal heoce looks circular. I would rather say it is incomplete. Myexamples
above have shown what kind of propositions and attitudes may be associated
wlth concepts. These were just examples, and I hope plausible ones. What would
be needed is a complete inquiry imo such apriori associations. Only then my
propos~ would yield a complete explanation of initiality.
I believe that this is a reasonable and prornising research agenda. Ibis mav
well be doubted, however. In various ways it has been objected that conceptu~l
•
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and factual information are not so clearly separable as required by this research
agenda. The chief witness of this objection is Quine, of course; so many tirnes he
has argued that language and theory fOl man inseparable unity, thus thwarcing any
hope for an account of analyticity. I feel the force of this objection, and I certainly
cannot dispel it here. However, I also think that the coordinates of the discussion
have shifted. The conceptual and the factual is not the same as the analycic and the
synthetic. Rather, we have seen that the conceptual is closely connected to, but not
identical with, both the unrevisable and the defeasible apriori. Thus, the case is
not predecided by this objection, even if it was correct within the old coordinates;
rather, it must be radically thought through anew. My belief in the research agenda
may weil turn out justified then.
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4. SUMMARY
My intention in this paper was to show that the notion of apriori justification
must be understood in quite a different than the familiar way. The farniliar way,
following Burge and Kitcher, tries to utilize this notion for c\arifying apriority in
general. Instead, I proposed that both notions, apriority and justification, are to be
explained within a dynamic perspective and that this perspective at the same time
accounts for their connection. Thereby, and on the basis of the distinction between
unrevisable and defeasible apriority, this connection showed quite different, partially unexpected facets full of prornising perspectives. My ultimate intention thus
was to promote further research on these perspectives.
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Catrin Misse/horn

TWO TYPES OF APRIORI WARRANT
IN CONTENT PRESERVATION
It is one of the deeply entrenched assumptions in traditional epistemology that
introspectively accessible self-knowledge is apriori. It was even supposed to
provide a foundation of all other knowledge claims, most notably by Descartes and
Kant. The special status of this kind of self-knowledge has its roors in the rraditional
paradigm of epistemology which assurnes the autonomy of the epistemic subject:
It has to be capable of deciding at any given moment whether its reasons for a
belief are sufficienr to hold it true independently of any extemal influences.
Against this background it becomes clear how outrageous Tyler Burge's claim
was that beliefs we acquire via testimony' of others are with respecr to their
epistemic status not worse off than self-knowledge. They are apriori, as weil.
This thesis is stated by the so called »Acceptance Principle« he defends in his
seminal paper »Content Preservation«:
A person is a primi entitled to accept a proposition that is pr-esented as true and that is
intelligible to him, unless there are stronger reasons not to da so, because it is pnma fade
preserved (received) from a rationalsource, or resource for reasons; reliAnce on rational
sources - or reSOUTces fOT reaso71 - is, other things equal, necessary to the function of reason.
(CP 469, italics in the original)

In this paper, I want to scrutinize how Burge argues for this principle. As it will
turn out, there are [Wo conflicting interpretations of his basic line of argument,
which both find some support in Burge's reasoning in »Content Preservation«
and elsewhere. The first interpretation derives the justification of the principle from
its reliability, the second one from the fact that it is a constitutive aspect of the
concept of rationality. I will try to give as good a reconstruction as possible of
both arguments, and then evaluate whether they provide adequate support for
the Acceptance Principle. As it will turn out, the reliabiliry-based argument does
not work as a rationale for the principle. But Burge's approach does not provide
the resources to get rhe conceptual argument going, either. Therefore, I will finally
propose another rationality-based approach.

